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CHAP!'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The graduate nurse student in the Maternal and Child 
Health program at Boston University School of Nursing partici-
pates in field work in an area that pertains to her individual 
interests. The area is often within the agencies of inter-
related disciplines that can provide experiences that motivate 
the nurse to explore with increased understanding, the process 
of growth and development, child welfare, unique contributions 
to family adjustment and appreciation of community resources. 
The nursery school, as a fieldwork experience, has long since 
been considered a human relations laboratory which students 
can use to great advantage to learn about people. Questioning 
adults, like questioning children are on the road to maturity 
and understanding. "• •• Teachers find that as they study 
children they themselves change. Thus we often gain insight 
and understanding, not only ot the children but of ourselves 
as well. ,.l During the last two years the School of Nursing 
has expanded the field experience to take advantage of placing 
the graduate student in certain nursery schools tor retarded 
children. 
The current study was undertaken because the writer 
1Millie Almy and Ruth Cunningham, 1'i~s of Stud;ying 
Children: A Manual for Teachers (New York:reau of Publica-
tion, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1959), P• 4. 
1 
2 
has spent two semesters of field-work in a nursery clinic in 
Wakefield, Massachusetts, that is attended by retardates who 
are residents from there and from the surrounding towns. The 
experience has seemed to be one primarily of enrichment in 
learning about the process or growth and development, with 
emphasis on the development of social competency of the retar-
dates, adequate enough to ensure adjustment that is optimum 
tor them in the society in which they live. 
The term "nursery clinic" rather than nursery school 
has been designated by the Massachusetts Department of Mental 
Health, that initiated the nursery-centered state programs for 
preschool retarded children from three to seven years of age. 
These programs are intended to be much more comprehensive than 
the usual nursery school. 2 It this is true the learning 
experiences that are available will vary in some ways from the 
traditional programs as they attempt to provi.de more adequate 
diagnostic and evaluative direction for the children. lt 
should be expected that such an opportunity could afford deep, 
rich and unusually valuable experiences that would appreciably 
contribute to the understanding or human behaviors of the 
total family group. 
2 Arthur J. Bindman and Lewis B. Klebanoff, "A Nursery 
Center Program tor Preschool Mentally Retarded Children," 
American Journal or Mental Deficiency, LXIV, No. ;(November 
1959), 561-573· 
3 
~ Definition of the Problem 
This is a study to explore what learning experiences 
are available to a graduate nurse student through a nursery 
clinic for retarded children, that might contribute to the 
knowledge and better understanding of maternal and child 
health problems. 
Justification of the Problem 
It is the opinion of this author that a nursery clinic 
program for the retarded preschool child can offer valuable 
learning experiences for the graduate nurse student that 
includes the broader aspects of social service, psychology, 
medicine and teaching, as they relate to the problems of a 
~ total family group in a community and show an interdependence 
at state levels. 
Retarded children have a decreased but not an absence 
of their mental faculties. Their growth and developmental 
process is representative of normal children in many ways, 
and can be followed in considerable detail through play and 
other activities of daily living in the nursery situation.3 
In addition to developing new and broader concepts of how the 
preschool child develops, adjusts and learns in a nursery 
school setting, it would seem that there is in this instance 
the opportunity to discover broad learning experiences that 
will increase the student's understanding of a comparatively 
new field of activity - increased education and socialization 
of the retarded child - that is directly related to her 
clinical specialty and her responsibility in maternal and 
child health nursing. During the last five years, the devebp-
ment of clinical programs for mentally retarded children has 
constituted the major extension of maternal and child health 
services in the Federal and State health programs.4 
The hours a retarded child spends in the nursery olin~ 
are so limited in relation to the total experiences of daily 
living, so dependent and interwoven with the family he has 
left, to come to the school and will return to, that this 
author found it a challenging situation to explore, and to 
further develop for scope and understandings and to examine 
the learning experiences that can evolve from activities of 
the graduate nurse student with the interdisciplinary team 
members, the retardate and the families for whom the service 
exists. 
Scope and Limitations 
This is a case study approach to better understanding 
ot what the nursery clinic for retarded children can present 
as learning experiences to a graduate nurse student. It is 
focused primarily on the problems of a four to five year old 
4Arthur J. Lesser, "Health Services - Accom~lishments 
and Outlook," Children, VII, No. 4(July-August 1960), 142-149. 
5 
.,._, .-.;::.:.::~.-::' 
~ boy, who has attended the Wakefield state nursery clinic for a 
tull year. It attempts to bring together and share the under-
standing of many of the aspects of a retarded child and the 
problems that concern him, rather than having any one disci-
Pline of the team dominate. It is felt by this writer that the 
quality and not the quantity of the oases contacted in such a 
setting is one of the determinants of the worth of the exper-
ience. Although the observations and the interactions with 
all of the children attending the nursery-clinic were valuable 
and contributed to the understandings of the student and to 
the peer relationships of the retardate chosen for individual 
study and evaluation, it became evident to this writer that a 
more complete and satisfying study with a focus on one child 
chosen for certain reasons, can be developed to demonstrate 
the breadth and detail of inter-disciplinary action that is 
necessary and representative of team members and related 
agencies in a single case, as they work to promote the opti-
mum growth and development and to minimize the actual and 
potential handicapping of a child, as they counsel the parents~ 
Limitations of this study are considered to be: 
1. It is concerned with the opportunities for louning 
in one nursery-olinic for retarded children, in Wakefield, 
Massachusetts. The results therefore will point to the 
5Edith u. Baker, "Diagnostic and ~reatment Services 
for the Mentally Retarded Child," Child Welfare, XXXIX, No. 7 
(September 1960), p. 8-13. 
•• 3 
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opportunities present in this agency and may not be indicita-
tive of similar opportunities in other nursery-clinics. 
2. It is limited to the experiences of one graduate 
nurse student in the field• who was in the role of participant-
observer for three or four mornings each week for two 
semesters. 
3. It is primarily the case study of one family 
situation of which the nursery-clinic child is a member. and 
is in terms of the direct relationship of the child's problem 
of retardation to his family group. 
Definition of Terms 
Nursery-clinic has been described to be an adequate 
~ nursery school setting. with a well-preparedlUrsery school 
teacher. but is more comprehensive than the usual nursery 
school. The term clinic is used in that it goes beyond 
socialization and is a diagnostic center as well tor the child 
and a center for counseling his parents. 
Retarded as it is used in this study refers to a 
symptom complex and does not attempt to classify the degree 
except as it refers to that part of the case history of the 
child in relation to the results quoted from the psychometric 
testing. 
Participant-Observer is used in reference to the 
graduate nurse student. whose role was participation in all 
ot the activities in the nursery clinic. and used the obser-
vations made during participation for her records. 
7 
Maternal Deprivation is used in this study to refer to 
the withholding by the mother of sufficient loving-care for 
which the child had a need. 
Retardate in this study refers to the child who has 
' been diagnosed clinically to have the symptom complex respon-
sible for retardation. 
Preview of MethodologY 
The literature was reviewed relevant to the nursery 
school, its development and use as an educational !actor today 
and to mental retardation, its causes, effects and ways of 
coping with some of the problems resulting from the condition. 
One boy at the chronological age-level of four to five 
years, who is attending the nursery-clinic was chosen for 
detailed observations by the participant-observer in the 
nursery setting. After a detailed preliminary anecdotal 
record study, the observation guide was developed to apply to 
the child and the setting, and was used for a period or obser-
vation consisting of two semesters. The observation ran from 
September through December L960, and from February through 
May 1961. 
A family study of the retardate chosen for a focus 
was obtained through planned conferences with the case-worker 
in the health team, who reviewed the family records with the 
writer by interview and discussion. 
The child's nursery school performance as reported by 
the teacher to the department of mental hygiene, was studied 
8 
~ for her evaluation of the child in the Teacher's Record sub-
mitted at stipulated times. 
Sequence of Presentation 
The remainder of the study is presented as follows: 
Chapter II contains a review of the literature in relation to 
the nursery school and mental retardation. Chapter Ili des-
cribes in detail the methods used in conducting the study. 
Chapter IV is a presentation and analysis of the data. 
· Chapter V contains the summary, conclusions and recommendatialS. 
===-·- --· 
CHAPTER II 
RA'VIEW OF THE LITERATUBE 
A review of the literature in relation to this study 
falls into the two general categories: (a) The nursery school 
and its contribution to children of preschool age, and (b) The 
retarded preschool child and some of the present trends in his 
diagnosis, care and preventive aspects. 
The Nursery SChool 
It has been stated that: 
If the available knowledge about children and about 
human relationships could be applied by all who are 
influencing the development of young children, much of the 
world's unhappiness would be averted. • •• Our knowledge 
about behavior comes from many fields and is the basis of 
many professions. The fields of psychiatry, health, wel-
fare, and education have contributed, each in its own w~, 
to this core of knowledge, and have drawn on each other's 
contributions •••• The inter-relatedness of knowledge 
derived from research in these respective fields is 
increasingly evident. But their values are not fully 
integrated into community programs. 
The present trend in our country to establish smaller 
homes, to live in more crowded urban communities, to build 
mobile units with such limited space that there is room for 
neither materials or activities that are needed for over-all 
optimum development of children has become a w~ of life, and 
, P• 9. 
9 
10 
not just a substitute for things to come. These and other 
reasons are why families have found nursery schools a satis-
fying way to meet the needs of their children. They are the 
places where young children learn to play with many materials 
and share the experiences of their peers and teachers. These 
human relations laboratories are used by adults and students 
from many disciplines for learning about people as they 
observe children and participate with them. 2 
A Brie! Historical Resume of the Nursery School 
More than two thousand years ago Flato stressed the 
benefits of education for the very young child. Since then 
care and guidance outside of the home has taken many forms 
and has been changed many times !or diverse reasons. 
In the early eighteenth century there were centers 
established for preschool children in England, where the 
stress was on religious and health protection. About one 
hundred years later there were "infant schools" founded in 
Italy and Germany. Considerably later in the nineteenth 
century, the kindergarten movement instituted by the educa-
tional leader, Friedrich Froebel, became popular in Germany. 
Some of his theories that were considered revolutionary have 
stood the test of time by their soundness proved by the 
2Katherine H. Read, The Nursery School: A Human 
Relationships Laboratory (Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders Co., 
196o), p. 3· 
11 
experiences of many. The object of his system was, "to give 
children employment in harmony with their nature, to streng-
then their bodies, to exercise their senses and lead them up 
to the original ground of all life, to the idea of unity with 
themse~ves."3 This design to help children develop poten-
• 
tialities is considered the direct forerunner of the modern 
preschools, in that they were the first early education cen-
ters for children that did not emphasize religious and moral 
discipline. 
Tbe first "nursery school" which was so named, was 
Bri~sh in origin and established in London in 1909 by the 
two sisters, .Margaret and Rachel McMillan. Its purpose was 
largely custodial in nature and was based on health, clean-
liness and the proper feeding of the neglected children of 
poor parents. The influence of the McMillan sisters was noted 
throughout AmericR by the establishment of similar centers for 
similar reasons in the years that followed. This effort of 
the early twentieth centur.T was paralleled somewhat by a 
woman physician in Italy, Dr. .Maria .Montessori, who was 
appalled at the neglect of tenement children whose mothers 
worked outside or the home, so she established schools where 
children were encouraged to use motor and mental skills. Her 
philosophy, that busy children are happy children has an 
3Louise Langford, Guidance of The Young Child 
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, 196o), p. 16. 
12 
important bearing on child guidance concepts at the present 
time, as has another of her contributions, that mothers should 
have the opportunity to learn improved methods o! child care 
while the children reap the benefits of the organized group 
schooling.4 
The spread of nursery schools to other countries has 
become a popular trend, as they have continued to become 
appreciated more widely for the kinds of contributions they 
can make in helping to establish basic concepts in a number 
o! fields at an early age. The nursery centers have continued 
to reach out to help fulfill the needs of young children in 
the many corners of the earth, as the various crises and the 
exploding populations continue to appear around the world. 
Since World War II in all countries where there is a 
trend toward the establishment of nursery schools there has 
been considerable progress and a number of variations of 
purposes reported. Each country has had to develop its own 
aims and standards for preschools, based on its own recog-
nized needs, resources and social philosophy, with their 
social aims far outweighing their educational aims. Australia 
has used her preschools to help in the care of neglected and 
underpriviledged children living in industrial-residential 
areas that are substandard, but has also progressively set up 
laboratory nursery schools as part of a program to study human 
13 
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~ development. The Commonwealth government of Australia became 
so alarmed by the excessive number of physical and psychologi-
cal rejects from military service in recent years that parent 
education and early education for the individual child is 
stressed, in hope that it will prove to be at least a partial 
answer to a better understanding and way of evaluating their 
total problem.5 
Some countries like France, Denmark, Germany, Israel, 
Mexico and Norway have followed the trend of increasing the 
number of nursery schools in school systems and as private 
ventures, but most of them are established for socio-economic 
reasons of health and housing problems. Such movements as 
The New Kashmir Plan in India has allowed for a marked increase 
of preschool facilities to be established in selected rural 
areas where rich and poor alike live closely in school, hcmes 
and communities. Russia recognized the value of preschool 
centers as early as the first Five Year Plan in 1917, when she 
started with the nursery age group to implement the progress 
or the Communist regime. She has continued to find it a 
profitable place for the purpose of all-around development of 
her children, aged three to seven years while their mothers 
are pressured to participate in the government, cultural and 
socio-political life of the nation. Among the aims of Russia's 
nursery schools today are those that specify the organizations 
• 5Jerome Leavitt E., Nurser~-Kindergarten Education 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book co., ~58), P• 15. 
14 
are to work to develop special attitudes toward adults and 
other children, to stress respect for their elders, and to 
attempt to cultivate the love of the Soviet motherland, ita 
people and leaders, the Soviet army, wealth and natural 
resources, and creative genius of the people. 6 
Development of £reschool Centers in America 
Growth of the preschool centers in the United States 
has been so spontaneous that much of the accurate origin has 
been lost. The first day-nursery was opened in New York City 
in 1854 for the purpose of caring for groups of infants and 
children whose mothers worked, thus care was provided to ful-
fill an obvious and felt need in the community. B.y 1898 when 
the National Federation of Day Nurseries was formed there were 
at least 1?5 such centers in existence. Since that time, among. 
the many and varied reasons that have provoked changes in 
purposes for the existence and the direction that the nursery 
schools have taken, are those for the convenience of working 
mothers where the people in charge have had no training in 
child development and guidance and have become group baby-
sitting situations, to those highly structured centers deve-
loped beyond the children's development.? 
Logan states that, "the nursery school in the United 
States is a cultural agency for supplementing and strengtheldng 
6~. p. 29. 
7 Langford t ::,OP~::.:..• .,::C:,::i;..::t..:..• 
15 
('. the normal functions of the normal home."8 Various factors, 
situations and needs helped to create a variety of types of 
nursery schools since those early pioneering need-fulfillment 
attempts to the present where the motivation in America is 
primarily that of education. In 1915 the University of Chicago 
faculty wives started a cooperative nursery school. In the 
1920's there was an expansive movement continued throughout 
.the years by a number of research centers and colleges. The 
Merril-Palmer School in Detroit, Teachers College in Columbia 
University, Cornell, Iowa State, Ohio State, Yale with its 
.Clinic Guidance Nursery under Dr. Gessell, Vassar, Smith and 
Antiock colleges were some of the many early ventures. Uni-
versity nursery schools were the pilot centers where leaders 
studied and demonstrated the kinds of learning experiences 
young children needed. The objective of the research centers 
was maximum development of children. From 1925 to the Second 
World War many efforts were made to study, guide and educate 
the young child, not merely to watch over him. The develop-
ment of nursery centers have accompanied periods of National 
Crisis when forces have been mobilized to provide extra care 
for children so that their parents could become more tully and 
more safely involved in the labors that would help to meet the 
crises. The depression years of the early 1930's followed by 
8Lillian M. Logan, Teaching the Young Child (Boston: 
aoughton Mifflin Co., 1960), P• 8. 
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~ the Works Progress Administration Family Life I~ucational 
Program, reported the administration of 1,500 nursery schools 
with an enrollment in the hundred thousands. The emergency 
years of World War II, when conditions similar to the indus-
trial revolution existed, was another focus on the responsi-
bility of society for adequate education for the youngest 
citizens and was responsible for a remarkable up-trend of 
nursery schools in the United States.9 
The Nursery School Today 
Today, the nursery schools in America besides being 
situated in research centers, are frequently part of the public 
school systems, while many more are private enterprises that 
~ range from little more than uniquely named private parking 
places for children to well organized effective schools of 
high standards. Cooperative nursery schools are available to 
the average family purse and are organized for good nursery 
education where worth-while group experiences are offered and 
may include a laboratory for parent education activities as 
well. SUch organizations as churches, housing developments, 
junior colleges, neighborhood centers and boards of education 
sponsor them, and well-qualified teachers and directors staff 
them. 
Nursery schools for the handicapped child with an 
17 
orthopedic, neurological, speech or vision problem are supplied 
in many communities, and are sources o! a supply o! rich first-
hand experiences for children with the special needs that the 
average nursery school is not equipped to handle. Neighbor-
hood play groups, though ini"ormal in nature are organized by 
parents trying to meet the needs of neighborhoods on an indi-
vidual basis. 10 
Specific Contributions o! the Nursery School 
According to the authors already quoted and others, 
the "good" nursery school is one which serves the needs o! 
the two-, three-, and !our-year old child by providing exper-
iences adapted to what is now known about the growth needs at 
these ages. It supplements and enriches the basic experiences 
a good home offers as children are encouraged to broaden their 
horizons, develop new interests and to experience the stimu-
lating and satisfying opportunities to explore, manipulate and 
create. Though nursery school is not a "must" !or every 
child, it can present a number of ways a child can make dis-
coveries about himself, his peers, the adults in his life and 
the world about him. It is a place where a climate is provi-
ded tor the young "doer" and "goer" to develop a beginning 
ability to communicate in all ways with the people and the 
world around him. Stuart and Prugh have summed up the 
criteria for a good nursery school as follows: 
" 
li 
ii 
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A place where the young child finds: 
That he can be himsel~ and still receive appreciation, 
respect, and a warm acceptance. 
That the world has an order and a routine that he can 
understand and cope with at his own level or develop-
ment. 
That getting along with other people in a ~riendly way 
becomes increasingly easier because he is helped, in 
shared activities, to understand his own rights and 
~eelings as well as those of others. 
That there is interest and challenge for his growing 
powers, but no pushing o~ them. 
That his physical health and welly~eing are promoted 
and protected throughout the day. 
Retarda-tion 
What is meant by mental retardation? The literature 
'I 
11 states that this question is asked by people of every nation 
d 
!!around the world in one form or another, depending on their 
llcultures, aa the pbysicians, educators, sociologists, psycho-
F 
lilogiats, geneticists and layman tries to evolve a concept of 
,, 
i !his own to define it as he sees it or as he affects, or is 
i 
ieffected by the problem. This symptom complex has always been 
' 
ian existence, and has had various labels such as the Greek term, 
!l 
" i!"idiot". Education tor the mentally de~ective began as long [! 
!!ago as 1800 when it was carried on by physicians rather than 
!!educators. Itard 1 s contribution o~ his report on The Wild Boy 
ji 
,, 
i;Of Aveyron, and the work of his student, Sequin, who was pub-
" ij 
illically commended tor his work with the education of Idiots 
\j 
fiand Other Backward Children, gave impetus to others to work 
il 
I[ 11-----------------
~ I, 
li 
II 
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with mental defectives and demonstrated they can be helped to 
some degree. 12 
Sequin is also given the credit for considerable 
influence of early recognition and handling of the problems ot 
retardates in America, where he migrated and became superin-
tendent of the Pennsylvania Training School for Idiots. 
Though his methods were more empirical than scientific, they 
were similar to those still used in the education of the retar-
ded. He emphasized the education of the whole child, the 
individualization of instruction, the importance of rapport 
between teacher and pupil, the physical comfort of the child 
during the learning period and the importance of beginning with 
what the child needs, wants and desires before progressing to 
areas that are unknown. 1~ 
Montessori of Italy, who had contributed to the 
nursery school for normal children worked extensively with 
the retarded child and perhaps made her greatest contribution 
through emphasis of scientific education. Other well known 
contributors like Decroly of Belgium and Binet of France are 
credited with others as being new achievers due to the 
changing social philosophy of the times following the Franoh 
Revolution. 14 
12samuel Kirk and G. Orville Johnson, Educating the 
Retarded Child (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1951), p. 69. 
l~~. P• 70-78. 
14Ibid. 
n 
20 
Terminology and Classification 
Terminology and classification of mental retardation 
has followed a very wide range of definitions and attempts to 
answer the question of what it is. "Mental retardation" has 
been used to denote the child with potentialities for social 
and occupational adequacy as distinguished from those who have 
not. "Mentally handicapped" has come into use by some to 
indicate a deviation from the normal and to indicate it is a 
different kind of handicapp1ng.l5 "Severly retarded" has been 
introduced to indicate an intelligence level. "Educable" puts 
the emphasis on a degree of intellectual potential for accept-
ed school subjects, and the term "trainable" identifies the 
level of those who will not achieve beyond rudimentary symbols 
of the culture but can learn self-care, some mcial habits and 
routine skills for life in a sheltered environment.16 
"Mental deficiency" according to Zietz17 should be used to 
refer to social inadequacy that results from intellectual 
limitations resulting from incurable pathology of the Central 
nervous system, and points out that regardless of the origin 
of the condition, heredity - congenital or developed at or 
Child 
15Christine Ingram, Education of the Slow Learning 
(New York: The Ronald Press Co. 1960), p. 242. 
16~. P• 8-10. 
17Dorothy Zietz, Child Welfare: Principles and Methods 
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1959), P• 242. 
21 
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soon after birth, it imposes a dependency status upon the 
individual which limits social and vocational adequacy. 
O!use and Scope 
The underlying etiologic factors of mental retardation 
are of a wide variety and seem to increase or to be defined 
more clearly, as research discovers new information and deve-
lops new concepts of existing problems. Among the causes of 
mental retardation are those due to cerebral birth trauma, 
cerebral infections, maldevelopment of the fetus, prenatal 
maternal infections, mongolism, phenylketonuria, epilepsy, 
kernicterus, t~oid deficiency, neuronal degeneration, 
familial causes, psychogenic causes, such as institutional-
ization and maternal deprivation, cranial abnormalities and 
unknown causes. Some of these are specifically preventable 
with chemotherapy, such as the infectious origins; some by 
dietary management as phenylketonuria; some by endocrine 
replacement therapy as in cretinism; another is preventable 
by replacement transfusion if the presence of the Rh factor is 
discovered in time; some by improved obstetrical care as in 
birth trauma aod still others by enrichment and control of the 
environment as in faailiai and psychogenic causes. 18 
Diagnosis of mental retardation is never based on one 
18Leon Eisenberg (ed.) "Mentally Retarded Children Can 
be Helped in .E.'very Case", Feelinfs: and The.ir Medical Signi-
ficance, II, No. 4 (Columbus, dh o: Ross Laboratories, April 
1960), P• l. 
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~ taotor or determined by one discipline, but needs the combined 
et.rorta ot .a team so the physical exuination, detailed medi-
cal hiator,, certain laboratory teats, social appraisal ot the 
tamily, and clinical evaluation o.r a,ymptome with psychologic 
testing can be correlated. The scientific factors are iapor-
tant but the psych-social adJustment and feelings or the 
family are professional obligations too. The ramily needs 
time to think and to plan and to recognize that they have 
considerable support a'f'ailable tor weighing and discuui.ng 
every angle and degree of retardation at the local, community 
. and state levels •19 
'l'he prognosis o.r aantal retardation ia quite variable 
and depends upon the management and e.rtectiveneaa o£ the 
therapy where it ia indicated, but regardless of the eventual 
outcome there ia alw~a some degree ot help tor the exiating 
oircuaatanoea ot the child and hia family. 
Mantal retardation is a aa.jor Iiealth and ilelfare pro-
. blea in American tod~ that atteoh one u of every aixteen 
umbers ot our population. About one percent or 1,6001000 are 
aeTerly retarded, and another two percent or 31 200,000 are 
leas aeverly retarded, but serioual;y handicapped in lite. 'l'hia 
eatimate does not include many borderline cases.20 The pro-
ble1118 ot subnormality are by no means confined to our continan~ 
l9lbid. 
·. 
20
walter Jacob, New liofj tor the R9tf}!'ed ~ild 
•(New York: Public Attaira Ram~et #216, 1 54 , p. • 
~-
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f"' Accurate figures are not available as prevalence rates, 
because of the many different factors concerned with society 
and with the socio-economic conditions. Surveys carried out 
in various countries have not provided statistics to show 
whether mental subnormality is rising or falling, but consider-
able research is going on. 
Bormuth21 refers to a study that pointed out that 
mental retardation is not a stable category to deal with 
because there is a large group who move in and out of the 
diagnostic category at different times in their lives. A 
breakdown by age helps to show where the peaks and valleys are 
by pointing out that in newborn population there are two out 
of every 1000 who are retarded; between one and two years the 
number doubles to four out of every 1000 and by three to four 
years the number rises to six in every 1000. The steady rise 
is due to illness, injuries, deficiencies and others, with a 
decided increase in the school-age group and a maximua number 
in early adolescence. 
In spite of the growing number and scope of services 
available, there has been a remarkable lag by professional 
and lay people, of organized interest in the retarded child. 
Be has been called the "forgotten child" that communities 
failed to prepare for in a habilitative way. Too many have 
24 
~ terminated life in institutions without the benefit of organtad 
planning at any level that considered his personality and need 
for human relationships within his family and in the community. 
The awakening of the public to action in behalf of the retarded 
child was brought about directly by bands of parents of the 
retardates with common problems, who formed a national organi-
zation and thus aroused the pUUic conscience. 
Initially the plan was to establish a clinic facility 
from which case finding, diagnosis, treatment and follow-up 
services could be directed. The result in 1955 was the estab-
lishment of The Clinic for mentally Retarded Children, by the 
Bureau of Maternal and Child Health, in Washington, D.C., 
Department of Public Health. Emphasis was placed on the pre-
school child. The consultant psychiatrist pointed out that 
the crucial period was the first five years of life. If the 
retarded child was helped to develop a healthy personality and 
to function as~ormally as possible within the limits of his 
capabilities, he would be able to get along within a family 
and in tLe community with lees difficulty. His academic 
expectations would be an individual consideration. 22 
Early legislation establishing centers for the care of 
these children provided "nursery clinics" for retarded children 
of preschool age. The term "clinic" hss been used because the 
22Arthur Bindman, Lewis Ilebanoff, "New .Programming 
· tor the Mentally Retarded School Child in Massachusetts", 
American Journal of Mental Deficiency (March 1960), P• 875-
880. 
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program was intended to be much more comprehensive than a 
,nursery school per se. A nursery school setting for the pre-
school retarded child was established where trained nursery 
school teachers could provide and supervise some basic training 
and socialization in preparation for "special" classes in the 
public school systems. This has been an ongoing program with-
in many states. Massachusetts can count some positive effects 
within its program of fourteen "nursery clinics" for retarded 
children. The organized efforts of the Massachusetts Associa-
tion for Retarded Children has as an objective the coordina-
tion of services for the retarded in order to improve the care 
of all retardates in local and state schoas. They (M.A.R.C.) 
direct their efforts toward information for parents, and help 
to provide knowledge that they aremt alone, but that their 
problems are shared. 23 
There is no "typical" retarded child. Their intelli-
gence has a wide range from below normal to very low normal, 
but they are individuals just as normal children are. Part of 
the diagnostic procedure to determine mental retardation puts 
great emphasis on the Social QUotient as well as the r.~ .• 
because it is indicative of how well the child is able to use 
that intelligence he_has in oaring for himself, how well he is 
growing toward his ultimate maturity. In spite of the great 
23special Report: Massachusetts Needs in Mental Health 
and the Care or the Retarded, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, (July 1958), P• 9?. 
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•importance of new methods or teaching, educational research 
and other research, a most important development is the new 
attitude or the educators toward mental retardation, changing 
the outlook from one ot discouragement to one of hope, with 
the emphasis on rehabilitation and the return of the mentall7 
retarded to society, depending on his potentiality tor 
.development. 24 
Socialization is one of the most desirable aims that 
professionals working with retardates attempts to foster in 
many ways. l t is expected their first steps in this direction 
will be taken within the familY circle, because success in 
early childhood socialization depends upon the parent's 
.relationahip with eaoh other and their feelings toward the 
child. The nursery school that has been well organized and 
has been directed toward the recognition that cood personal 
ad~ustment at all levels, but particularly in the early years 
of life is especially important in laying personality founda-
tions tor later years, has considerable to otter to the deve~ 
ment ot the retarded child.25 Nursery school clinics des-
cribed elsewhere in this study, are in an excellent position 
to contribute initially to child-centered planning. with 
their emphasis on the individual child rather than on retar-
ded children in general, and on evaluation and preparation of 
------- ·····-·---------.-----
24hdward French and Clit!ord Ocott. Child in the §ha-~ (New York: J. B. Llppincott, 1960), p. 30. 
25Allen and Campbell, op.oit •• P• 39. 
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the retarded child for further training and special classes. 
French26 states it has been shown the learning pattern 
of many mentally retarded children is strikingly different 
from the normal child's, in that he tends to see things 
differently and to confuse foregroun4 and background, does not 
make obvious generalizations and relationships or draw con-
cepts from facts. Emphasis must be on the practical instead 
of the theoretical, and on affection, respect and approval of 
each child, in order to help him build values made available 
to him. 
The nursery school can make many individual contri-
butions to the normal preschool child, because of the climate 
made up of a well-appointed setting for the child's interests 
and needs and a wholesome attitude of well-prepared, exper~~ 
nursery school teachers toward children and family needs. 
Such an environment plus the teacher's special guidance by 
team associates, in understanding the causes, significance and 
potentialities of mentally retarded children of a community, 
can do much toward opening up a life for the unfortunate 
children that is a contrasting revelation in relation to the 
guidance and care in former years. 
------- -----------------
26French, op. cit., p. 138. 
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CHAPTER Ill 
SELECTION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE 
:fha Setting 
The nurser.y-clinic for retarded preschool children 
selected for this study is in a town north of Boston. It is 
situated in a large church near the center of the town, which 
makes it quite accessible to families, and provides adequate 
facilities indoors and out for child pleasure and development 
throughout the ;year. Children who come here from Wakefield and 
the surrounding towns have been selected to take advantage of 
the program under the division of Mental Hygiene of the Massa-
chusetts Department of Mental Health. The children are from 
families who are a cross section of nationalities, religions 
and socio-economic standing, but who have been bonded by a 
common problem--that of a mentally retarded child. The child-
~en in this nurser.y-clinic are representative of such centers 
throughout the state, set up for diagnosis and evaluation of 
the individual child's symptoms and his ability to develop his 
potentialities in preparation tor special classes, and for the 
counseling of the parents. 1 The program also has as one of its 
broad and progressive aims, "to encourage the learning of pro-
fessional workers • • • in an effort to include discussion of 
1Bindman, op. cit. 
·-. ;; 
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n ·mental retardation in their programs. 112 
The Child 
The initial group of children observed by the writer 
were nine in number - four boys and five girls between the ages 
of tour to six with varying causes of mental deficiency and 
their range of attendance in the school from beginners, to 
children entering tor the third year. After a six weeks study 
ot the group in relation to play activities, responses to 
adults and other children and a limited association with the 
families, it was decided that one ot the children, a four year 
old boy, who ha4 come to the school at about the same time the 
writer did, would be representative of some of the learning 
experiences avail•ble in the agency that the observer could 
take part in or view closely. All of Bobby's adjustments to 
this group of children and the setting were expected to be in 
teras of first experiences, so conditioning by familiarity 
would be lessened. 
Bobby is a handsome tour and a half year old child 
without detects that would suggest handicapping of any kind. 
He is an excessively active child of young parents of the 
apparent economic means to give him considerable help. This 
child and his family keenly interested the writer to look at 
families with retarded children more closely, and this family 
in particular tor as many of the phases as could be explored 
2Special Report, S!P• cit. P• 97. 
,. 
;o 
of family life and the child's developmental history, in an 
effort to discover if possible what there was to learn about 
one total child that could be applied to the understanding of 
the problems of growth and development and socialization, and 
how mental retardation can affect, or be effected by family 
interaction. In the six weeks period of observation Bobby 
began to show in this observer's estimation, signs of adjust-
ment and simple accomplishments that contribute to social 
competency and seemed measurable to some degree. 
Tools Used for Collection of Data 
There were three tools used for the collection of the 
data in this study: (1) The Observation Guide used by the 
participant-observer, (2) Planned conferences between the 
case worker of the professional team directing the agency and 
the graduate nurse student and (3) The Teacher's Record. 
;he Observation Quide 
An observation guide was devised to facilitate the 
recording of the activities of one child over a period of nine 
months. It was the outgrowth of rather bulky, hard-to-follow 
anecdotal notes, kept on all of the children in the nursery-
clinic during the first six weeks by the participant observer. 
The author in assuming this role was unable to make on-the-
spot recording& of behavior, so arranged the activities into 
six broad categories to be sub-headed by descriptive terms 
denoting activities and influences found to be present or 
:;::-·--
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~ anticipated through the observation of the many activities of 
all the children. This guide became the observer's frame of 
reference for all of the behavior observed and recorded over 
the months that followed. The categories represent free and 
guided play 1 singular and group activities and peer and adult 
interaction. Specifically the six broad categories are: 
(1) Attitudes (General), (2) Activities (General), (3) Use of 
Play Materials, (4) Habits of daily living, (5) Socialization: 
(a)Peers 1 (b)Adults, (6)Speech. 
The observation guide has been supplied with many sub-
categories, in an effort to record for more detail and accuracy 
the childhood activities of the subject for their occurance, 
absence and change in character. An X has been placed in the 
check squares on the graph-guide to symbolize an all or none 
category recording, which in each instance indicates behavior 
observed as described on the left, and recorded as soon as 
possible after the observation. In some instances activities 
may be accumulative of not more than two consecutive days of 
observation in each instance. The periods are approximately 
two weeks apart, and are bi-monthly records, for the periods 
from September through December and from February through May 
of two semesters. 
Planned Conferences 
Planned conferences were arranged to take place between 
the caseworker and the author to discuss the family situation 
as well as the child who was chosen for the study. The 
ll 
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intensity or studying any individual child makes it necessary 
to obtain sufficient information to demonstrate and explain 
the features or the case that are unique and have common ele-
ments with other cases. The comparatively extensive examina-
tion or the immediate situations or play and related activities 
·in the nursery clinic, that the author was able to observe 
were quite incomplete and lacked sufficient meaning without 
the facts or Bobby's life history that were contributing to 
his activities in so many ways. A detailed social history is 
an essential part or the study or any child. "The family is 
the unit-structure of our society. Its strength is dependent 
on the bonds of love and understanding which bind its members 
together. Such bonds have their roots in deep, shared, emo-
tional experiences."3 The conferences helped to relate Bobby 
to his immediate family influences and to .contributing ones 
that are generally so obvious in a child's .i."'esponse. "lYe see 
the mental retardation of a child not as a mother's problem or 
a father's problem, but as a family problem requiring joint 
decision and action •••• Their child's needs is complicated 
by such problems as serious emotional difficulties, marital 
conflict, excessive guilt reactions, or need to overprotect or 
reject their retarded child."4 Conferences with the casework~ 
provided data on the family status, inter-family relationships 
3Ernestine Wiedenbach, Famil3-Centered Maternity 
Nursing, (New York: G.P. Putnam's SoDs 1958), p. 1. 
4 
. Baker, o;e •. :1~., P• 11. 
needed for a better understanding of Bobby's problems, his 
hospital evaluations and others that are quoted in this study. 
The Teacher's ReCOrd 
The Department of Mental Hygiene requires the teacher 
in the nursery-clinic to keep a record on each of the retarded 
children attending the center, describing her impressions of 
his progress and development during the weeks of work and 
observation with him. For this report a summary of the report$ 
of the tenth and twenty-fifth week are included with a summary 
ot an overall report on the Behavior, Interests and Activities 
of Bobby while attending the nursery school clinic. These are 
all under the one category, Teacher's Record and are contri-
buted as one tool. 
' 
u --
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
Presentation and Discussion of Data 
This study, to explore the learning experiences in the 
agency described in this paper, has been approached through 
the detailed investigation of the present situation and the 
life history, as far as it could be examined, of the retardate. 
and his family, through their records and interactions in the 
total nursery clinic setting, in direct relation to the par-
ticipant-observer's approach chosen by the writer, and the 
usual roles of the caseworker and nursery-school teacher. 
The choice of the sample previously described in Chapter III, 
that had seemed to grow naturally out of the preliminary 
study as a focus for some of the possible experiences in the 
agency, continued to represent a desirable choice in this 
writer's opinion, in that there was a continual flow of new 
situations introduced, that were insight-stimulating into the 
better understanding of mental retardation, the process of 
change in the retardate and his family and the importance of 
the socio-psychological characteristics of their development. 
The writer observed in the early weeks of this 
experience, that though the DUmber of pupils in the class was 
only nine initially, or three-fourths of the number of pupil 
population for this nursery clinic, they were quite represe~-
n 
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tative of some of the causes and responses in mental retarda-
tion. Four children were mongoloids who had attended the 
clinic for two years, and five were partially diagnosed as 
brain damage - cause unknown and diagnosis incomplete. Obser-
vation and participation in activities with all of the 
children was carried for the first six weeks in detailed 
anecdotal notes, in respect to their general behavior, their 
responses to the kinds and frequency of play activities, 
acceptance and rejection or peers, feelings 2nd acceptance of 
the teachers, acceptance and associations with the writer, 
daily living habits and parent interaction to a very limit-
ed extent. After the preliminary period each chilci was evalu-
ated by the author to decide which small pupils would contrib-
ute most fully to the graduate student nurse's objectives, and 
would be eligible for continued recording of observations and 
··which ones would continue to be generally observed for group 
appreciation. The four mongoloid children had been at the 
school for about two years, and seemed quite sophisticated in 
relation to the newcomers and to have reached a level of re-
• 
sponse in many ways that seemed learned and often quite pre-
dictable, so were eliminated as being too advanced for an un-
trained participant-observer to fully appreciate for new 
learning and adjustment. The other five chil:Jren were again 
separated and evaluated for their possible contributions to 
the study. A six year old 5irl was eliminated on the basis of 
three years of attendance with limited response, while a five 
li 
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'!;rear old girl who had attended the nursery clinic the previous 
I year and was doing very well in most wqs, was found to be re-
1iceptive ot the author to the point ot seeming to seek repeated 
;[ 
!)dependence activities with her in many situations ot dressing 
I! iland plq, that made interaction with the child too subjective 
lito evaluate well. There were in the school population, three 
ubo;rs who were newcomers to the clinic at about the same time 
II 
lithe author joined the group. All ot them came from home situ-
'i p 1! at ions that were quite dissimilar in most wa;rs, all were 
!1 j!markedl;r retarded and had behavior manifestations that were 
I! interesting and challenging to keep up with. Two ot these 
p>o;ra were also eliminated because ot minimal progress, and 
II 
iibecause arrangements for long term care was a possibility for 
II both. These children who were eliminated were very important 
11 individual a to measure the chosen child with, and without 
II them Bobby' a activities as recorded would have had leas or 
1
1possibly a different meaning. The elimination process left 
II 
!1 one bo;r, the youngest ot the children, who had not had his 
,, 
~ I il fifth birthday, was emotionally disturbed, had not yet learned 
lito speak, was hyperactive, and showed behavior deviations that, 
I' 
11 could be followed with detailed study. Bobby was the one 
II 
lchild in the total group that the author felt demonstrated the 
greatest possibility of change in many ways that could be 
The family situation though quite : measured to some extent. 
I, 
lincooploto at the ttoo, bcrO earmarks that indicated to thio 
~ i! 
II 
I! 
:; 
" 
writer some essence of mother deprivation. 
Case History of the Family 
Bobby is a good-looking, blue-eyed blond boy who was 
four years and ten months when he entered the nursery clinic 
for retarded children i~ Wakefield in September 1960. This 
alert-appearing youngster who seems of slight build for his 
age, has no physical signs of handicapping that would label 
him abnormal in ~ way. It is the second time he has attend-
ed a nursery clinic for retardates, having spent several months 
in another nursery clinic in the spring of 1960 where his 
mother bad enrolled him without referral or psychological test-
ing by the clinic program. The venture bad been unsuccessful 
as far as showing progress in socialization. 
Bobby bad shown signs of retardation and personality 
disturbance since the age of about one year, and had been a 
patient in Massachusetts General Hospital in January 1958 and 
again in January 1960 where his parents had taken him for 
mental and psychological evaluation. In January 1960 Bobby, 
then four years and one month old, was not toilet-trained, had 
not learned to talk, had had episodes when his mother ques-
tioned his bearing, was hyperactive, spent hours at a time 
crying, did not conform to home routines and was often uncon-
trollable. During his stay at the hospital he was completely 
examined and evaluated. His hearing was reported to be normal, 
his electro-encephlogram was reported poor and distracted be-
cause ~! inability to cooperate. The Merrill Palmer Scale for 
- - . 
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psychological testin@; was reported at a two year level of 
mental development, or fifty percent retarded for his chrono-
logical age of four years, but it was not entirely satisfac-
tor, and retestins was recommended. Bobby was discharged with 
the diagnosis, •speech and Personality Disturbance - all in-
clusive with moderate retardation superimposed by his person-
ality. nl 
In May 1960 when Bobby was four years and six months 
and a pupil in another nursery school, he had a psychometric 
test by a psychologist from Children's Medical Center. The 
test was reported: Child understands little, is silent, had a 
minimal response, was bewildered and resistive. His mother 
was confused and a recommendation for retesting was made. 
Bobby's mental age level was reported by Cattell's scale at 
two years - consistent with a variety of ties. 
In June 1960 Bobby was referred to James Jackson 
PUtnam summer session in the out-patient department clinic, 
where he was seen weekly for two months and had examinations 
and testing bY a health team consisting of a psychologist, 
neurologist and a pediatrician. Bobby's E.E.G. at that time 
was reported to show a mild disturbance not indicative of 
anything. His diagnosis was -"Primarily retarded with severe 
separation anxiety shown by crisis clutching, with a Low 
Normal mentality."2 
1Personal interview with Caseworker, May, 1961. 
2caseworker, Ib!.d• 
:: 
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1: Bobby • who is now five years old, 
·1 
the third and 
!youngest child in the family, was born in Connecticut on 
November 30, 19551 of Irish-German parents. The other two 
lichildren are girls aged eight and thirteen years, who are well 
j!and apparently normal in every way. It is a family with a 
lmiddle class status. Mr. X, a college graduate with a degree 
!lor M.s. in Research Engineering, and now employed at a missile 
~~ase in New England, is thirty seven and earns an income i.n 
li lifive figures per year, which affords him his own home, a car 
[land other comforts of living that contribute to a good stand-
11 
!ling for his family in his community. Mr. X is the only child 
liof parents who are still l1 ving and are well, with no history 
i\ 
llof chronic family illness. 
I! li Mrs. X, now thirty-four years of age was born in 
I ~~ew England also, where she is one of a middle class family 
I' 1rith three children, all of whom have high school educations. 
l
jMrs. X' s boo·ther and sister and mother are living, well and 
1~ave no history of family illness. Mrs. X's father died 
!!suddenly when she was fifteen years old, and she has stated 
I, 
lishe was quite attached to him, so his death has left her angry 
~~ecause he left her at such a young age. She has been evalu-
" lrted as an immature person, who has felt her mother preferred 
er sister to Mrs. X. This is a catholic family of which the 
ather, Mr. X, is the more devout. Mrs. X makes frequent 
I. ontacts with the church dignitaries of her parish, invites 
rh•m to dinner and seeks advice, but is said not to be very 
I 
i! 
l: 
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·attentive to her religion. 
History of Presnancy 
Any illness during pregnancy or trauma to the infant 
at birth are possibilities to be considered as causes of men-
tal retardation in the child. Mrs. X's medical history was 
investigated for anythins that might contribute to the better 
understanding of the family and the child's history. Mrs. X 
was reported to have had a difficult time prior to Bobby's 
birth. She vomited for nine months, but had no symptoms of 
toxemia or other physical problems. She was tense during the 
time she was carrying Bobby and had trouble with people in 
that she felt they disliked her and used her. She was in-
secure with a great need to be liked. She was referred to a 
psychiatrist at the time, where she went for ten interviews, 
but it was not judged long enough for any appreciable help. 
Mrs. X had had two different periods of miscarriages, three 
of which were prior to the birth of her second child, which 
was terminated by Caesarian section after a long labor. 
Bobby's birth was also Caesarian section. 
Bgbby's Early Histo£1 
Certain illnesses and accidents during infancy and 
.childhood reportedly are causes of organic changes that may 
result in the mental retardation of children. The infant's 
conformity and any deviation from, or shift in the normal 
growth patterns, are considered important to record and to be 
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noted by those who work with children. Bobby's developmental 
history is far from complete but does include some of the high 
lights in his early development, that are important indica-
tions of his direction and capabilities during the first 
months of life. 
Bobby's record states that he weighed eight pounds and 
eleven ounces at birth and except for a period of vomiting 
and being gassy during the time he was in the hospital after 
birth, there were no untoward problems. His condition was 
good at the time of birth with no periods of anoxia or con-
vulsions. Bobby was fed by bottle and showed a good gain in 
weight and physical development. These facts were substanti-
ated by Mrs. X with the help of her records in a Baby Book. 
She revealed that Bobby noticed his hands at four months, sat 
up at five months, had his first tooth at five months, reached 
for objects at five months, held objects at six months and 
weighed eighteen pounds at six months. At that time the 
mother thought the baby was slow, a nervous baby and was cry-
ing somewhat more than normal. He was sitting at nine months. 
Mrs. X statei that Mr. X had a very close tie with his son 
durins the first eight months of Bobby's life that she de-
scribed as too close and she considered not >sood. A note in 
the Baby Book said, "Your father thinks you are O.K." 
About this time Mr. X had to spend several days at a 
time away from home, over a period of about three months, 
while he was makin:'; a chan15e in his plans and place of work. 
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Mrs. X was alone with the children at their home in Connec-
ticut during these periods and was unhappy about it. Bobby 
was nine months old when the family made the move to a town 
north of Boston. Mrs. X said that the baby was crying a good 
deal at the time and that she felt his father over-indulged 
him and was too close to him. Mr. X she said, spent a lot of 
time with the baby which she thought was not necessary and was 
in fact harmful. When Mr. X was not around Bobby's mother 
described his crying as hysterical in nature and increased. 
In January 1958 the parents took Bobby - twenty five 
months old - to Massachusetts General Hospital where he stayed 
for nine days for observation and evaluation. His diagnosis 
on admission was for: Failure to gain any weight for about 
one year. Mrs. X described Bobby as drawing his legs up to 
his chin and crying for hours. She again gave a history of 
Bobby's father being too close to the boy. The total marriage 
problems were many at that time. The hospital saw the mother 
as acting out the baby's problems. She said she thought the 
baby was normal at first, but less so as time went on. Dur-
ing the year of no weight gain Bobby had eating problems and 
continued to scream. The eating problems were described as 
eating none or poorly. 'I'he family had had a doctor see the 
baby at one time and thought he seemed a little better after-
wards with the medication prescribed. (Trophite - Vitamin B 
concentrate) 
Things were not comfortable or happy for Bobby during 
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the next two years. He continued to have hysterical crying 
periods until he was placed in the nursery clinic in the 
spring of 1960. Bobby's nutrition improved, he learned to 
walk and run but Mrs. X was not able to toilet-train him, and 
though he became very active and developed excellent coordina-
tion, he did not attempt to speak. He played with small cars 
and toys, slept poorly, pinched and constantly wanted to be 
near his mother. Bobby uttered many sounds in play and de-
velope~ a shrill call and other tones but did not make an 
' 
attempt to speak. When the maternal grandmother visited the 
·family Bobby became very upset and cried. 
Peychiatric help has been recommended for Mrs. X 
because of her repeated and constant crisis episodes which 
show in the child. She has admittedly had many periods of 
anger that are not temporary but are deep and lasting. The 
caseworker had many conferences with Mrs. X in an attempt to 
talk out her problems so that she in turn would understand 
herself better and could establish a more satisfactory re-
lationship with Bobby. The case worker states she occasion-
ally found Mrs. X responding, but feels it is a case for more 
extensive help. Mrs. X has stated she feels everyone dis-
likes her and that she has felt strong and deep feelings 
against the boy and herself. She feels other mothers with 
retarded children dislike ,1er and was overwhelmed by the 
attention they gave her during a recent hospitalization. The 
cards, visits and offers to help her and her family were q~ite 
,:::_-. ·:;-· 
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beyond her expectancies and understanding, "Mrs. X has been 
diagnosed'as a Borderline Personality with Paranoid components. 
Bobby has been diagnosed as a Typical case of Separation 
Anxiety with Maternal Depriv~tion."3 How much is emotional 
and how much is retardation for BobbJ, and what the relation 
of the retardation has to the continual emotional upheavals 
remains to be worked out. One psychological testing estimated 
that Bobby may turn out to be of low normal intelligence. 
Mr. X is resistive to having Mrs. X visit a psychiatrist be-
cause of the expense involved, and failure of enough help when 
Mrs. X was in therapy before Bobby's birth. 
Some Evaluation of Mother and Child 
Since Bobby's entrance into the nursery clinic he has 
shown many ways that he is able to make adjustments to people, 
peers and routines. After the first week he was fully toilet-
trained for school where he had not previously been able to 
discard the diapers, but while he is in the home situation he 
is still having trouble with wetting. There have been no 
crying episodes since the beginning of his nursery experiences, 
and he has some episodes of independence at home as well as in 
the nursery-clinic. The poor sleeping habits that had pre-
viously been reported have improved considerably. The family 
is aware that his hearing is all right and that he does hear 
3caseworker, ~· 
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r ,, 
l!them speak to him, which does lead to the possibility that the 
jl inattention may be a mechanism he has found helpful in gaining 
,I 
d 
lithe attention he can't get in some other way. He has contin-
jl ued to make sounds of play at home but Mrs. X says Bobby :ioes 
j ~ 
i1 not make attempts to talk to the family. 
H 
il i' Mrs. X could be said to be doing less well than had 
il 
l'been hoped for with the c;uidance of the health team. She has 
I 
I been advised as part of the therapy (hers and Bobby'. ) to 
I, 
11 I! spend an hour or two with the boy durin.:; the afternoons after 
li nursery school, ·.vhen he and she can play to~:5ether and plan 
,I 
I' ilsome simple activity that he has chosen as an individual ex-
·ft 
ii pression of his interests, or perhaps take a walk to some 
1: 
" i[place or to see something that can be planned for him alone, 
" i: I with a focus as simple as an ioe cream cone, where there is a 
I 
I 
lidecision to make as to a color or flavor of the cream. Mrs. X ,, 
il I! reported that she did this on several occasions and the play 
litrips were apparently enjoyed by the child, but that she found 
,, 
:ishe could not keep them up and bring herself to repeatedly 
11 
ljenter into these relationships with Bobby, so now after nur-
11 Eery school she c;ives him his lunch and usually puts him in 
" II his own room for two hours wit;h the door closed. 
li ll Mrs. X recognizes the marked improvement in Bobby 
Jl since he has entered the !'akefield nursery clinic, but still 
lidoes not have insight eno~sh to recognize the problem as be-
'' lling one in which she is so fundamentally involved. She stated I that if any influanca outside of the homo like the clinic 
II 
II 
;: 
il shows it can do so much for a child, then putting him into 
I some place full-time would be better for him, so she does not 
H 
II want to try to keep him at home, but does instead continually 
II try to justify Bobby's retardation by talking about his in-
h 
" 11 adequacies and placing the emphasis on the negative rather 
i ~ 
' 
the positive factors. Mrs. X has initiated the idea and has 
made application for Bobby to enter a home in another part of 
the state in the fall when he is between six and seven years 
1
1 old, and to remain until he is in his teen years. The agency 
I· ~~~ administered by the Catholic church is rather expensive and 
1
1 individual in approach to a child's needs, in that it can 
II assign a nun to a child to act as an individual figure to him 
II during his stay there. This solution for this particular 
J! 
I! case is seen by team members to be a possibility for helping 
!I 
Bobby to gain some stability and to catch up if possible in 
some of his developmental tasks. During the year that Bobby 
II must wait for admission to the catholic home he will probably 
j; i! continue to attend the nursery-clinic for retarded children 
i! !I in Wakefield, where he can continue to receive therapy with 
ij !I a fairly stable group and where his mother can continue to 
ll have counseling with the clinic caseworker. 
II 
I I Caseworker 1 s §ummar:y 
11 The objectives of the caseworker have been to: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II I· 
I' 
,I 
1. Support and strengthen the client, (Mrs. x.) 
2. Develop ability of client to manage her family, 
3. Develop client's ability to gain satisfaction out 
II 
11 
!I ii 
li 
ti 
' 
4. 
6. 
B. 
4? 
of life !or herself, 
Encourage reality testing, 
Build defenses (against falling apart), 
Build on her own self-esteem - realistically, 
Give support in limiting community activity, 
Support feminine identity through personal body 
and clothing attention and pleasurable activities 
with her family, 
Recommend a 
for regular 
final goal. (Catholic family service 
counseling)4 
The observation guide that was set up and is included 
i! 
i! in this study to show the actual product for evaluation, with 
ii 
ii the all or none recording has much to be desired, but wss the 
' ,, 
:\ :::::~:i::~:::::~.:o:~t:h::e w::i:::: ::o:: ::::P:o~P::: ::~ 
There were days when the author was associated with 
I Bobby that his activity indicated tensions, desire to commun-
,1 
I' li icate, considerable attention-seeking activity, worry, non-
1 verbal communication beyond casual interpretation, insecurity 
and other behavior symptoms that seemed to indicate situa-
, tiona beyond the immediate horizons o! the understandings of 
'I I. 
1 the observer, and theorized by the writer that the answers 
I 
! might be found in the family relationships of the child, if 
I the total family picture could be shared for professional 
!! 
~~~------------------------
4oaseworker, Ibid. 
:: 
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£liMONT!JTJ" REQQRDINQS OF OBSERVED BEf!AVIQBS 
,I Attitudes (General) 
Cheerful(smillng-receptive of adults 
SUllen 
Ex:citabl.e-easily and frequently active. 
Sol.emn 
Withdrawn & Searching (partly) 
Break llith hane 
Brings own toys daily 
Cl.utches awn toys continuously 
Call rel.ease 
Call n 
Calll.eave 
n sometimes 
n continual.l.y 
" at home 
Forced to came to school. 
Comes vfJJ1ngly (apparently) 
Attitude toward going home 
Eager to join parent and l.eave 
Hol.ds back 
!!Activities (General) 
Dashes and Darts 
Controlled 'IIi th clllDID8nd 
Excessive (continuous) 
Pinching 
Rel.axed (part of the time) 
Unabl.e to re1.ax 
Scratches 
Snatches(toys, etc. - no cause) 
Cl.utches toys continuously 
Shrill cries of excitement 
Attempts all activities -none finished 
Takes direction (in pl.ay or activity) 
Never 
6ccasional]y 
Increasing understanding of direction 
IIIUse of PJ.ay Materials 
Free PJ.ay (moving toys) 
Dol.ly stool. 
Rocking horse 
n boat 
Trucks 
Tricycl.e 
'!. 
X 
.,; 
'/.. 
... 
X 
" 
' 
J( 
'{. 
~ 
i 
X 
)( 
" 
y 
X 
\i ~ ~ 
X '( X X 
~ X X 
.. X )\ 
" " 
X X 
"-
'{_ x '{_ 
)( ~ '/. 
X X X ){ X )( 
x ;< X '1- X X 
I 
I 
X Y. 'i. ~ ~ )( 
'( X X X '< >( 
I 
>( X ~ X '{. X ' ! 
x X x Y. 
" 
~~ 
X X X X x: 
X X X 
" X I 
X X X XI 
\( X >< I 
)( x X )( )( X ! 
i X X X I 
~j 
X x 
" " 
" 
X 
" 
" " 
X X 
< " 
'( ~ X X X 
)( X X X )( 
X X 
X 
'/. X 
" 
)( 
X 
y. )( X X 
)( k '/. '/ "- y. 
X ~ 
" 
X X X X )( 
I X X '< )( X ~ X x' I I 
I 
I 
lx 'f. X 
1)1 )( )( " )( l( I I, X X X )( " X X X 
X X )( 
y 
" 
X X 
)( x X )( 
I. '/. " X X X X 1\ 
)( )( X X X 
~ X X '/. X )( X 
)', t ~ )< /( 
y X )\ 
t 
X )\ 
x )( 
x indicates the activiey describedt m~s observed. 
Jmeginative (makes believe) 
QtherMateriaJ.s 
Blocks 
Played well with adult 
Throws 
Builds and top les 
Destroys others efforts 
BeACh 
Hammers nails 
Joins blocks (with help) 
EnJoys individual attention 
Rejects other children 
Shares with other children 
Combative with other children 
Peg board - arranges pegs (partly) 
Form board puzzles 
finger Paints 
Free movement 
Unrelaxed 
Play - out of doors 
EXcited 
Shares with others 
Sandbox 
Digs & repetitive pail filling 
Throws sand at others 
Fights for equipnent 
Short, repeated sand play 
Swings 
Shares 
Possessive (excessively) 
Enjoys 
Large ball 
With other children 
With adults 
Tricycle 
Wagon 
Shares 
Possessive (fights for) 
Slide 
Enjoys 
Mild interest 
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1960 
"-
)( 
l\ 
X 
' 
) 
~ 
)( X 
l( X 
X y: y.. 
)( 
l< X X 
X ~ 
)( )< )( 
'I< )( l\ 
X 
)( y y )( 
)( X )( X 
)( 
X 
X X 
1961 
x X X X 
~ X X 
X 
" 
X ~ 
X X '< X 
'< X X X X X X 
X ~ )<. ~ )( X 
)l X 
l( X 
" 
X y 
)I X ~ )( ~ X )I 
X X 
~ y 
f )( X )1. )< 
X '/. 
X 
X 
I X ')( 
~ X x )( 
)( )( X 
X y., X 
)( 
X X X X X 
X X ~ X 
"' )( )( 
"i. )(. )I X X 
X X 
)( X X 
X )( 
X \( 
~ X x '< 
X X )< 
"' 
X X 
IV Habits of Daily Living 
Juice time (juice and crackers) 
Eager to join group 
Molests others 
Orderly (average} 
Neat 
thtidy 
Says "grace" (partially} 
Says "please" 
Says "thank you" 
tred and solemn 
Ate well 
ToiletiDg 
Diapers 
Training pants 
Needs help in toilet 
Self help 
Modest 
Elthibitionistic 
Tension - grabs clothes 
No sex a'WlU'eDess 
Wets 
Resting 
Accepts opportunity 
Da'Wdles 
Resists (completely} 
Restless 
Rolls 
Crawls 
Noisy 
Special attention 
Teacher sits with 
Takes out of roam 
Dressing 
50 
Removes & hangs up coat, hat, etc. 
Puts on coat, hat, etc. 
Partly independent 
Indifferent - dependent 
Requests help 
'I( 
• }( 
X 
'1. 
' 
)( X X 
y y ~ 
.,_ )( 
"' 
X X 
" 
X 
y 
1 X y 
X \( 
( X X 
1960 
X ~ 
). J( • ){ 
X X X 
X 'I X 
X :i X X 
)< )! y 
~ X )( X 
' 
y X 
X )( 
y_ y 
" 
X 
" 
X v 
X X 
" 
X 
X X 
x X 
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~ • ' 
X ~ 
;( '1-
' 
' 
~ 
¥xxY.~'f..xx 
'1-'f.'{...)(){X,_)(l( 
1-'f..X'f.X.Y.Y-l( 
' 
X ){ 
X )( X X 
X 
" 
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'{ X 
" 
'< X \( 
y ~ 
" " 
X X 
X ){ 
" 
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)( 
'I y )( 
){ X 
" " 
-{ )( X )( 
y X X 
X )( X X X \( 
X y X 
" 
)<. 
" 
I( 
X 
" " " 
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'I )( X )( X It 
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V Socaillzation 
' A. Peers 
Tense < y ~ , }I )< 
Casual 
Grabs toys, etc. j. ~ ~ • X l( ~ y \( 
Shares sometimes A ~ X X 
Imitating other children X X 
Invites interaction with others ~ t X 
Rejected by others ') r X )< X X J( X 
Molests others ~ y \( )<. X )( X X 
Accepted by others frequently \( 'l{ X y )I 
Helped to "pick up" toys, etc. )< y y )( 
Or&anized Circle Games 
Ignores X )( 
Interrupts X X 'l< l( 
"' 
'I X 
Refuses y X X X 
Rlms away (from circle) ~ X X )( ~ X 
Receptive (partly) X )( X y y 
Remembers (tunes & activities) ')< X X y }I \( 
EKclhted (hops up - hollers) X y 
" 
~ y )< >( 
Relaxed (partly) )( X X 
Silliness X X 'i >( 
"' Noisy )( X )( 
Rhythmic ~ )< X y X 
Joins in (part of time) X X X X X 
Taken out of group X y X '{. X X X )( 
B. Adults 
Attention - seeks 
"Talks" to workers '/ X X X )( ~ X X X 
Teases{interrupts activity with anger) y X '/.. '1. )( X 
" 
l<. 
Hits 
'f.. " )l X \< )( 
~· !( 
Hid•s )< )\ X )( 
Shows affection(on lap or sits near) X j. y " y. X y 
Attempts "story telling" X X 'f. 'f X I v. X Y-
Hostile at times - defiant - resists y.. X X )( )\ )i y 
Ignores X y )/ X 
Accepts adult readily )( y. y 'f. 
" 
x X 
Dependent activity for attention )( y. y y y y )1.. '/.. 'f. y 
Forces play- activity on adult y.. )( y )( 
"'" Re:erimanded ~ I 
" y "' 
-;. " X "- y " X X Y ){ 
Accepts (sometimes) 'I 'I X )( '{. " '{. \( 
Ignores X '1.. )( X \( 
Defies y X X " 
" 
\( J( 
VI Speech 
No verbal attempt understood 
Grunts and um-um 
Attentive to urging 
Attentive and trying 
Mimics sounds(not words)of children 
Individual words spoken 
Sings 
Speaks during play(talks to self) 
Calls children by name 
Sign language 
Gestures (passively) 
n with tones 
52 
n hand & tones(indicates direction 
)\~!\XX 
xxxxxxx 
X X 
n n & n and body(using every- x 
thing he has to supplement waras) 
•¥XXX)lX 
--.xxxx.xxx 
)<XXXA)(J('i< 
X J X 
xxxxxxxx 
X XXXX 
X X X 
'f. X 
i<XXxX"I'YX 
XXX'x:X:.:::XX 
xxXxXYY'>< 
I 
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II reasons with the people working directly with Bobby. Frustra ... 
!! tiona of 11110rkers that arise from incomplete understanding can 
li 
:; lessen the child's opportunity for the right care at the 
1: right moment, and could be somewhat overcome if orientation U. 
I, ,, 
" II 1: 
II 
I 
il 
ii 
II 
the broad sense for the participants engaged in the care of 
the children was supplied. Cohen has said in relation to 
interpretation of behavior: 
The next question we ask of his behavior is WHY? Why 
does he do as he does? Is it because he "spoiled"? Is 
it because of a loving or rejecting mother, brother, or 
sister? Is is because he feels inadequate, overconfident? 
••• We work with the child, and do things for and with 
him. It is impossible not to form conclusions as to the 
causes or his behavior. 
Whether we are right or wrong can make all the dif-
ference in the world to a child's growth and happiness. 
It is dangerous to interpret incorrectly. Any interpre-
tation at all not only must be tentative and subject to 
change if new facts emerge, but must relate to a back-
ground or information which is indispensable •••• The 
same behavior can mean different things in different 
children. Children hit out of anger, fear, resentment, jealousy, panic, and defiance. They can withdraw into 
silence out of anger, fear, resentment, jealousy, panic 
and defiance.!) 
After Bobby's behavior was recorded on the observation 
~~ guide for several months there was evidence of a general up-
trend in some areas and no appreciable change in others. 
Some activities that were observed in the early months were 
completely lacking later, while others that were not present 
1: 
!I ------------------------------------------------------------
11 5Dorothy H. Cohen and Virginia Stern, Observ!!Y!; and 
i §eoording the Behavior ot Young Children {New York: BUreau or 
Pubiication, Columbia University, 1958), P• 82-83. 
II 
li 
i ~ 
!] 
I! 
II 
!i 
il 
ll .,;;\~·''---~.,c=~~' ,~,,,.,"."'·.cc .. _.,,"=~''·'" "··'' ' · · · ··········· .o=·==ccc=-·-
llat tirst made their appearance and became a part ot the record 
leach time an entry was made. Inconsistent appearance and dis-
ilappearance ot some activities seemed to bear out the ideas ot 
11Smith6, that characteristics that are developed and those that 
! 
iare suppressed depend in a large part on the social and cul-
l ltural group into which the individual is born. Behavior is 
,, 
1molded by adjustive response to the external, internal and 
" I! jsocial environment, and the person he develops into - his 
!pattern ot adjustment, his personality - is partly a product 
lot society, but in order to give a name to an emotional pattezn 
!lot a young child, it is important to see the whole situation 
lithat stimulated it. The graph •howed recordings on some days 
'I 11where there were an accumulation or more negative reactions 
than previously, and responses that had not shown strongly tor 
several weeks were evident again. The observer telt that to 
understand and to adequately cope with the child's depth or 
teelings the home would have to be explored more thoroughly. 
11 When Bobby had not pinched or scratched his peers and 
adults tor tour to six weeks, and then began again, when at the 
same time tenseness, clutching and grabbing ot toys were in-
creased, and there was an increase in aimless activity, when 
'!shrill cries and rejection by other children occurred and was 
' !maintained tor several days at a time, there was apt to be 
II [! 
!! 
:: 
i ~ 
!, )! ,, 
1: 
i; 
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" ,, 
· noovert reasons of a serious nature, that are never to be conaidoo 
II 
llered as "naughty boy" activities of usual play, but expected at' 
!Jthe preschool age to be the result of a mother-child origin. 
liThe Observation Guide helped to show that certain behavior 
ljoccurred, but there is no way to show or measure the dimen-
1' l[lsions of feelings and understandings and interpersonal rela-
tionships on a graph that are part of the adjustment of the 
lfour to five year old, whether he is retarded or not. 
I 
Conferences with the caseworker provided a wealth of 
llanswers and suggested others. This author took five areas 
lifrom the Observation Guide that to her seemed to be indica-
!ltive of more activity and tension and less control tor Bobby. 
ii 
liThe caseworker was asked to evaluate these episodes in terms 
i: 
llof family relations at the time the tensions occurred. The 
collection of five observations and their interpretations are 
grouped and follow here. 
Ocetober, 1960 
I 
1
1 Observed Behavior - Bobby's behavior was excessive 
li 
tactivity, pinching of adults and peers, repeatedly and hurt-
ltully, hitting peers, hiding, obvious tension and a searching 
llattitude. 
,I li Caseworker's Interpretation - Some of this attitude 
,I 
was brought from home and was part of the reason why Bobby is 
considered mentally retarded and in need of the nursery-clinic 
guidance and further evaluation. Some of the activity was 
breaking-with-home and getting used to the new people and 
!! 
II 
" ii 
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jsituations and of course showed this more severely in that he 
1
/is mentally much younger and emotionally not fully evaluated. 
IIDecember 1960 
I! Obeerved Behavior - At this time Bobby demonstrated 
' I!behavior very similar to the previous episode by hitting other 
children more and often with an attitude of defiance, hiding, 
playing harder at everything, anxiety clutching of any toy he 
could take from or keep from some other child, and was less 
H !!COoperative in many ways. 
,! 
!i Caseworker 1 s Interpretation - Bobby 1 s mother had 
_, 
!lsought interviews at that time to discuss things that were 
il 
" !'bothering her. She was emotionally upset and disturbed about 
ii 
!her status, her housing, her semi-devout religious attitude 
I 
lthat was making conflicts in her family and in the church, and 
I 
' 
·ishe felt she was having more to stand from Bobby. All of the1111 
'• 
feelings were obviously being reflected in her boy because she 
had felt tense enough about him to fear she would harm him 
bodily. 
Hebruart 1961 (early) 
1- Observed Behavior - Bobby was apparently carrying over 
" ilsome of his same contused behavior from the previous months. 
I 
I e was easily excited and noisy, active but aimless, and 
cooperating poorly. There were some very positive signs of 
saying more words, play with the peg boards, self-help attempts 
1
1n dressing, acceptance of a reprimand. He seemed to be 
I! 
li 
H 
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1/tr:ring very hard but lacked the quality of relaxation, and 
ilseem.ed to be in conflict. 
Caseworker's Interpretation- Bobby's mother had sought 
I• conference to discuss her unhappiness about her physical 
,[condition, tensions in the home, paranoid feelings about 
n 
ilpeople. The general attitude was showing up in the child 
I apparently. 
I 
!March 1961 (late) 
i ~ 
I\ 
" Obteryed Behavior - Easily excited, shrill and noif1 II ~~~ust for the sake of attention apparently, scratching peers 
liand adults again, aimless dashing and darting, interrupts 
il 
Jlothers play, tumbles blocks, aggressive, hostile at times, 
i:bringing own toys to school again for several days. Bobby has 
' i ~ 
!!maintained positive signs including more words and attempts to 
1
1 
collllllUD.icate more often, with verbal and nonverbal efforts 
combined. 
Caseworker's Interpretation - Bobby's mother had 
' llsought a conference with the caseworker at this time. She was 
'!emotionally unsta~, her problems were many, she feared she 
! 
lwas pregnant. Bobby was again stimulated by his mother's 
' ,; ![problema and the immaturity with which she was handling them, 
;! 
;land increased re~ection of the boy while she thought of her-
" 
,, 
ilselt. 
I! 
,, 
lll.ay 1961 
Observed Behavior - Pinching after absence of this act 
li 
!i 
II 
1
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~ iifor a month, unrelaxed, snatching toys and any article another 
1\ child wants, anxiety clutching of toys again until he hampers 
,. 
ii other activities, hitting, increased excitement and tension in 
1: I' • tl all activities • Still maintains many posi ti Vel!! t including 
liplay alone for short periods, and cooperative play with others 
_, 
i! ilfor short periods. More new words added - children's names. 
i 
1 Caseworker's Interpretation- Bobby's mother had again 
/been in conference by request. Her home had been less stable, 
!lshe had many paranoid expressions, many tensions and antici-
rr 
lr 
r[lpated an operation. She entered the hospital :tor major 
!gynecological surgery. The father cared for Bobby during the 
It 
,)mother's absence. The Child's world is completely disrupted 
II 
llby this and yet he is still unable to express himself and to 
h 
i!talk things out with anyone, and they probably don't credit 
·I 
l1him with the ability to understand enough to try, or to explain 
II 
1
1
\to him what is happening • 
. ! The observer concluded from this general interpreta-
i• 
!ition that the repeated crises that Bobby's mother creates and 
if 
'fses are more than enough to keep the boy emotionally unstable. 
!This is one of the kinds of mother deprivation described by 
.\Bowlby7 and others, where the parent is in the home and yet 
H 
~~illfully withholds the love and attention the child needs. 
i' 
1
1 
7 John Bowlby, Child Care and the Growth ot Love, 
1i(New York: Penguin Books 1953) 1 P• 30. 
I 
I 
I 
II 
·I I ii ,, 
I' 
.. 
I' i' 
i, 
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~ Benedek8 has stated that the family is a closely knit organism, 
that thrives best when emotional currents are in dynamic 
equilibrium, which is not shown in any contacts observed with 
Bobby's family this year. Our society assumes that all parents 
accept their children through love and to hate your child, or 
not to want him, is inhuman. Mother re~ection therefore is 
apt to be disguised as in Bobby's case to the average person 
who observes he is well dressed, is physically cared for, and 
his mother is seen with him frequently when she is taking him 
to and from school, but that she is denying him wholehearted 
acceptance and affection would be hard to believe,9 
Bobby is apparently finding a positive influence in 
the school that may stay with him if he is but given a chance 
for some carryover and an opportunity to practice it. The 
child always comes to school willingly, he is showing a slow 
but what seems to be a definite progress toward socialization 
that he can maintain even in times of stress and emotional 
upheaveals in the home. 
The family case history included in this study was 
examined for clues to Bobby's behavior and for the deep-seated 
causes of his emotional distrubance including his inability to 
8Therese Benedek, "Psychological Aspects of Pregnancy 
and Parent-Child Relationships," Emotional Problems of Child-
~. ed. Samuel Liebman, (Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott 1958) 
9william Martin and Cala Burns Stendler, Child 
Behavior and Development, (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co, 
1959), P• 321. 
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lt'speak, which seemed to be one of the biggest obstacles in the 
ay of Bobby's socialization. Since December as evidenced on 
,the graph, Bobby had begun to actually say single words as 
ll"car" - "no" - "come" - "stop" - "Hi" and most of the child-
lfen•s names. At juice time "thank you" and "please" were 
!learned without too much effort, and with the repeated reward 
lot "Good Boy" and of course the cup of cool juice and a 
II 
11cookie. 
I! 
" !!language for about one and a half to two years old. It has 
,. 
il· 
~~een said that speaking is the most personal thing we can do, 
This at five years was the beginning expectancy o! 
iiin that it reveals feelings or acceptance and rejection, of 
!i 
[!personal worth, adequacy and inadequacy, security and emotional, 
!!states. Speech does not usually take place in isolation, so 
II pthe failure to speak could be partly due to deep psycho-
llsocial character problems. 6 This author asks; Has Bobby been 
!'rejected to the point that he cannot bring himself to speak? 
ljWhat leads a mother to reject her child and what eff'ect does 
•I ,, 
i:maternal deprivation have on the child, and how can the 
;; 
lidifficulties that have resulted !rom rejection be remedied? 
I! 
'• 
; 1 Bobby's mother admits rejection of him to a rather 
" ijmarked degree starting before he was born, when she vomited 
flfor nine months and was under psychiatric treatment. Before 
:, 
!!Bobby was a year old she was rejecting him and his father's 
!r 
il ~argaret Hall Powers, "Management of Speech Disorders ·. 
'land Resultant Learning Difficulties", Emotional Problems of 
IIChildhood, ed. Samuel Liebman, (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott 19$8), P• ~5-51. 
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efforts and his close attachment to the baby and interpreted 
the father's attention as harmful to the baby. She allowed 
Bobby to cry for excessively long periodstntil he was hysteri-
cal. He failed to eat well or gain weight for more than a 
year during the time he was allowed to cry and eventually had 
to have a hospital admission at two years of age for evalua-
tion of the situation. Mrs. X was not able to toilet-train 
her child later or to help him to establish a sleep routine. 
These have both been accomplished fairly satisfactorily since 
attending the nursery clinic. Mrs. X was not able to induce 
her child to speak previous to the attendance at the clinic 
which leads one to ask, was this due to mental retardation or 
is the boy mentally retarded due to emotional disturbances 
that have been caused by mother deprivation and open rejection 
in many ways and day after day for years? 
Mrs. X has been advised to follow the nursery clinic 
activities, where the stage has been set for Bobby for accep-
tance at some levels, with play trips each afternoon and com-
plete focus of activities with him, with possibly holding him 
and making every effort to establish a relationship for him 
alone. After some effort Mrs. X stated to the caseworker that 
she could not continue, but does instead put him in his own 
room alone for two hours with the door closed, and has rejecbd 
him to the point of allowina herself thoughts of harm to 
Bobby and herself. Mrs. X asks for further help to complete 
her rejection of her boy by buying his way into a rather 
II 
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[!expensive institution in another area where 
p 
i/several ;years of care that she will not have 
/!This last example of rejection has been made 
ahe anticipates 
to cope with. 
since the apparent 
improvement and development in some ways has been evidenced 
!through the help of the nursery-clinic. Bobby's hospital 
II diagnosis within this ;year is: "Speech and Personality 
disturbance - all inclusive with moderate retardation, super-
imposed by his personalit;y.n11 
ii n What leads a mother to reject a child to this point?. 
I' 
I' iiWhat are Mrs. X's problems that they need to be continual 
i ~ 
!/intluenoing factors on the boy's life to this extent? Mrs. X 
!has been diagnosed as immature, a borderline personality with 
i J!Paranoid components and as acting out the child's problems. 
r; 
ilShe had psychotherapy before Bobby's birth and it is advised 
L 
H 
i'again. The other two siblings, who are girls have never had 
I jan;r history of rejection by the mother and in fact seem to 
llhave plans and direction of care that are most satisfactory. 
i!Mrs. X stated she was angry when her own father rejected her 
H !,when she was fifteen years old, b;y suddenly dying at an early 
jlage. She has also stated she felt her mother rejected her and 
1
ipre.terred Mrs. X'e sister. She seems to lack insight into the 
<I 
ifproblems of her husband, her son and herself. 
il !i The last part of the complex question asked by the 
I' 
I; !'writer of this case study is, how can the difficulties 
!1--------
.· ~ llcas-ork&r, OJ!• oit. 
II 
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resulting from rejection be remedied? Bobby's immediate pro-
blem of mother deprivation still exists, and the team approach 
of working with the child through his clinic attendance and 
frequent reevaluation by the team members, while his mother 
receives counseling, is but a beginning problem-solving 
approach. If Bobby is correctly evaluated, can he be salvaged 
now so he will have the opportunity of really reaching Low 
Normal level of development anticipated at this time? If 
Bobby develops to the educable level will he be successfully 
supported to develop enough emotional stability and maturity, 
and any or enough insight, to carry him through a productive 
manhood? 
Allen12 has said there are an increasing number of 
clinical reports of these cases that illustrate the serious-
ness of the barriers of emotional connections experienced 
between mother and child, while they are members of the same 
family setting. He calls it diluted motherhood and describes 
symptoms almost identioal to Bobby's with the suggestion that 
although efforts are made for substitution of mothering and 
emotional nourishment, it is part of a viscious circle that 
might not fulfill a need but could cause the child to withdraw 
further to prevent more of the same -- traumatic rejection. 
12Frederick H. Allen, "Mother-Child Separation - Pro-
cess or Event", Emotional Problems of Early Childhood, ed. 
Gerald Caplan, (New York: BaSic BOoks Inc. 1958), p. ~28-329. 
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Above and beyond an individual case, Bowlby13 has said 
that the proper care of children, who are maternally deprived, 
is essential or they will grow up to reproduce themselves, 
because they are a source of social infection. He sees the 
two problems of neglectful parents and deprived children as 
problems considered inevitable by the public with one of the 
main causes, a lack of the understanding of psychiatric fac-
tors that consequently are not managed. He states that social 
agencies and the public in general do not recognize that 
mother-love in infancy and childhood is a.s important for 
mental health as protein and vitamin supplements are for 
physical health. He urges the recognition of the relation of 
~ .. mental health to maternal care, by men and women all over the 
:: 
world. 
The Teacher's Record 
The last tool used for gathering data is the Teacher's 
Record. (See Appendix) There are three parts to it, one in the 
form of a ten week record that gives initial information about 
Bobby. The actual facts were very similar to the student's 
observations, which supported the student although all records 
were developed and followed separately. The additional inf~ 
ation gathered directly from the mother was concerned with the 
types of toys Bobby played with at home, his responses to his 
13Bowlby, op. cit., P• 181-182. 
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mother and her bid ror team members to believe she was 
affectionate to the child. The nursery school teacher implies 
that she does not believe in Mrs. X, but evaluates Bobby's 
problem as one of retardation and emotional components. The 
second report at twenty-five weeks followed in very much the 
same vein as the author's observations, by recognizing changes 
in behavior in positive and negative ways. It relates that 
activities were changed by the team in the month of January, 
to give Bobby more relation to individual opportunity and 
personal contacts with one person. 
The nursery school clinic has become a mother and 
home substitute for Bobby in a limited way, as it attempts to 
supply a receptive climate for his activities, internal, 
external and social. The setting designed around objects, 
activities and attitudes that provides the child with, and 
accepts him for, what !!!, is, what !!!, does and what he wants at 
the moment, is meeting more than diagnostic needs for evalua-
tive techniques and direction. This laboratory school is 
providing a therapeutic field, where Bobby can come from days 
or weeks of frustrating rejection in his home, and find com-
panions of his own age with similar limitations, to test 
himself against and grow with, and adult mother-substitutes 
(teachers) to replace momentarily for his mother, and who 
through their studied approach, invites - loves- teaches -
limits - releases and readmits into a climate he can accept 
and hopefully provides the nucleus of feeling, acting and 
66 
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!)thinking that will help him to form new and lasting patterns 
lor childhood, be they ever so meager in relation to what he 
thould have. 
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CHL?TER V 
s Ul'lllllal'Y 
The purpose of t~11s study has been to e>tplore what 
learning ex;::>eriencee are a.vails.ble to the graduate nurse student 
I 
through a nursery clinic for retarded children, that might con- I 
tribute to the knowledge and better understanding of Y~ternal 
and Child Health problems. 
The role of participant-observer wns assumed by the 
graduate nurse student 1n the nursery clinic setting, with eight 
retarded boys and girls between the ages of four to six years ol 
that soon 1ncres.sed to nine in number. The chtracteristics of 
the set tins and. 1 ts routines for the preschool child, the G.iag-
oses, abilities and sor!!e of the needs of the children, a p&rtia 
look at the mothers of the group. the evaluation and contribu-
ions of the teachers end a self-evaluation of the graduate 
urse student in the setting occupied the hours from nine to 
welve for four mornings a week for the first six weeks. At the 
nd or th&t time the writer me de the choice of one child for 
etailed study, by the evaluation of' all of the children, as to 
heir length of stay in the school, the kinds of responses of 
hich they seemed capable, the graduate nurse's opportun1 t'y 1'or 
nteractlonwith the children anc1 their response to her. the 
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anticipated direction of t11e childr(m 1 end t•1e lvr1ter 1a eve,lu-
atlon of the Child 1s potentieli ty to show a rr:earurable che.nge in 
the preliminary period. 
Anecdotel notes that were kept the first weeks on all 
\children were eve.lue. ted and reorGanized to form the categories 
jand subheadings that described the activities that the child was 
Ito be observed for, at bimonthly periods for the months ahead, 
~hlch included the periods from September through Dece:nber end 
rebruary through May. 
The patterns of Bobby's behavior that were recorded on 
Jtohe 1nan1.me.te f,I'S.Ph were .interesting end were found to be helpfu. 
JtoO the memory of the author, but the instrument was cold and non· 
bredlcting end lacked the properties for recoratnp; the dimension! 
f feeling, intcrnctlnc; end reflecting thst the student we.e ex-
oerienclng with the child. This pointed to the need of a human 
~lement -discussion - through conferences with a key team membeJ 
the case wor·ker - who couJd br1dra the gap bet.'l-teon the partic-
.)ent-obeerver end a closer look and underst~:nding of the child' e 
e.rr.1ly nnd their many needs, that a. nurse beco~es so vitally 
ware of ln so many wayo ae s~1e partici:nates in tr1e various rune-
ions in the fields of nurning. Conferencec r:ere arra.nged on an 
xperiencea profeoelonal level, thE·t became dynamic sources of 
alp and understDndins ror the graduate nurs1n::' student. J, cv.se 
1story we.s obte .. lned of the child and his family thE;t was being 
xplored, and m&.ny insi;;htful underetandinse evolved tr,rough the 
irect and realistic approach of sharing a peyc':lo-socioloz.ic stud 
y t!'1e author with the actual factor·s of the case under d1soussio 
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,_hicc1 led the aut:1or to considerable reformulation vnc: retiree-
't,Ion, which further emphasized the broad contributions and deepe:t< 
1.1-"ld ere tc ndincs tnro. t go to rr:ake u:' an in teres tins to tv 1 e:x Jeri enc e 
~n the study of hUJmm behavior. 
Conclua1ons 
The results of the tots.l dcta tlu,t was evalU!:ttcd end the 
' !llonce"ts that gre1>1 out of the study rrerf" mc.ny, nnd acme of the 
~deretandinr:; ones are recor·ded here. 
1. The nursery clinlc for rctarde.C chilO.ren ls a vv.luab~ 
lh.umv.n relatione laboratory for a grsdu&.te nurse stu.dent 'a field 
tll:rperience. 
2· The role of participant-observer is an excellent 
jiloai tion for the grsdue te nurse student to ta.ke ln workins tl'.rouEb 
problems of adjustment end evaluation. in ths.t it cr,n provide a 
close ?roximity to the actunl f;.nd possible :· the pupils, 
t:;.eir fam~lies end the tes.m members. 
3• The pre-school Cc'lild of ti1ree to six yer-~.rs is s. valu-
a~ble element of the community 1 s populetion, to ~;ork ~11 t:-: for in-
ereasec'' knowledge end e better understanding of the causes o:r 
bobavior at any age. 
4. The retar-ded child of' pro-ecr10ol ege ce.n be' o'bserved 
1!18 he gvins in adjustment end soc1rtl1<:~:tt.lon for bctt:er fmdly 
and community 11 vine; thct ident1f1 es the process ae; a continuous 
q,ne 1\'lth erch suoceedlnz; phuse de9endant for its success Ol:. the 
~astery of the pre~ioue one. 
5· The eve.luetlon ~md counseling of ti;e retnrdate c,nd 
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his f&mily needs the purpor.cful Wlderetrmdln;:;. of tec!n members 
of several dlecic'linEe thet can play ttleir roles to a fully 
'developed. capetci ty with the 1.mique contribution of eac::-, pa.rt of 
the 1.mified contribution of all, in their ser-vices to the fami-
·liH' and the comm1.mi ties.. 
6. lhe true, detailed underetandinc of a cr1ild w!·1ether 
he is normal or net depends on identifyinG him with the family 
from which he comes, and not E.El e.n ent1 ty w1 thin himself. 
7. There is e. gree.t need for the public e.nd PI'.Ofeeeions 
to have an increc,l!!ed understcndlng of the CI?.Us<os ~Cnd effects of 
mental retardation eo thct prevention cr•n be studied tmd Slrac-
ticed to a grer' ter degree. 
8. 'r.'1e case-study n:et!:od 1e " very close and ree.lietlc 
way to etu.c:., ", : ', ·t~l ex;:>erlencee in an e.gency for e problem 
like :;;ental retn.rdatJon. Only through the op·Jortunity to study 
nmi a;cpreclc.te all o:f tt:c l)O:Sf'.ible contacts of tho lives of' 
these families can t'·,e impact of feelings, em:;;athy, studieC. 
compassion and neE:d for guidance by various dJ.scl;Jlines be 
a.ppreciated. 
~'he follo-.:inz; recorn:r.endstlons arr. mr,de in tl~e lisht of 
the posslbilitiee for enr·lch1n:3 the lesrn'ns ex:;er1encer. in a 
lone ter'll field plece:ncnt euc:, as thet e.vails.ble in t'le nursery 
clinic for retcrded preschool children. 
It 1s recomnended t'1e.t: 
1. The greduate nurse students continue to nttve long 
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~ term field plscement in ~n agency which provides services fer 
~rcsc~1ool retarded children. 
2. Experlenccc be broadened to include planned contacts 
' 
.!with rele.ted s.(l;encies durin:,; the sen::esters, to 0rcvtde o:Jportu-
' 'I II 
':nl ties to sa in a better appreciation or t'le inter-relr; tedmess 
'of worl: with other organizations, for eve.luation, referral, re-
·serrcc: Lnd follow-up neede in the care of the retarded. 
3· Ooportunities be studiea for wnys to share with the 
student the totc:l aoprecivtion of the direct impact of mental 
'retard.a t.~on on the fnmily and t:-1e community, through ti~e me.ny 
natural contacts, orgF:nlz.ed team and/or parent rr.eetinss and 
individual fe.:nily conts.cte in s::>me lnstnncer .• 
4. The grr<iuetc nurse etudent be included as r. ter<m 
member on a professional be.sle with the opportunity to attend 
r.nd lndivldus.J. clinic cuscs. 
5· The gradw:.t.-~ nurse student, as s. teuc· member, be 
'given ooportunitiee from the :first for planned individual con-
'ferenceE with the cs.scworkel} in order to ex:}lore her queotions 
~md intereet~C thet ms.y e.rtse fron work with Cc'll.ldren Pnd ftlmille~t 
conferences with tne graduate st0dent to inter;:>ret nursery sCilOOl 
practice!: and rznticip£,tione e.r:d to explore mutually Si total 
hee.lto. understand1ne; of the children and t:·;eir families es lt 
evolves through this speclnlized nuroery clinic eettlnc. 
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Tf..\CriER 1 S RECCfw 
(SUllll'llary) 
Initial AdJustment (lOth week) 
Bobby Born 11/30/5£ 
A, l>tlzsical Characteristics 
Entered 9/21/60 
Well proportioned, blue-eyed blond. Head seems a little 
large. Quick motions. Coordination. 
B. Rela tl.onship to l!eopl.e 
Sits close to adult at table or ln morntng circle. 
Stayed away from assistant at first, better now. Little atten-
tion to other parents. Does not relate to any cl11ld. r-ums 
arou."ld by a elf. 
C. Hele.tl one tlip to )ol.a t erif.ls 
Loves activity dollie. Deldom selects another toy un-
less to take somethlll,;': from one of other chl.ldren. Brlnss in 
bae; of little cars and trucks which he suards zealously not 
wanting to share. Kother· says he hfl.S many little cars he plays 
with. Knocks down towers of blocks built by others. 
D. Reaction to Routine 
Accepted fairly well. Occasionally runs from circle 
but will return. First week wore diapers. Second week training 
pants, cares for self in toilet. Hanages juice glass. ~~oves 
around on mat during rest, not noisy. 
E. Behavioral Patterns 
Huns from one group to anottH~r. Te.kel?> toys fror.1 chil-
dren not to play with but because someone else :.1e.s them. If 
crossed by another child he ~)inches, pulls hair. Makes noises 
to attract attention. Anyone takes his toys he- !e frentic. 
When he is axci ted he makes sounds as trw ugh he is trying very 
hard to t¢lk. When he is 0 iven somet:1ins e.t the table he w~ll 
stay there lone after finishins until told to 5et up. 
F. Parent Attitude 
First ds.y Bobby started to cry w:1en mott1er left but was 
quickly over 1 t. Very hap;:Jy now when he comes in. ~:ot:u~r tells 
of goin;; for walks wit'; him end of 11ow aff'cctl.onate <-,e is in 
g1ving the impresaio!l that ehe care2 v, 0.rect deftl, but a;:Je sends 
_'_;..,:'"-:._.;::..;_-_.,..,::..7._ •• ,7.-. ~-~;_: .. ; -· -·· -.. :.-:·-;. _____ _::. ,_ -
hiw to scc"Lool in br:tdly 
sister has outgrown. 
G. Comments 
worn underwear or underwear which his 
Bobby is emotionally cllsturbed as well e.s ret~Jrdec which 
.makes it difficult in the group. His mother says he he.s no 
speech but when we have looked at pictures, talked of ani mel 
sounds or during singing we have heerd him say a few words. 
. 
Progress {25th week} 
Bobby 
A. ?h:vaicul J\J?il1ty 
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T ::'.CH:;;;R Is RLCOIW 
(Summery) 
5 years 
Sa~a as initial report. 
B. Mental Ability 
April 1, 1960 
Difficult to Judge mental ability. Curious about every-
thins t.nothar child hc;e until he has ta.ken 1 t from them, D.nd the 
it is just somath1ne; to be ce.rried arotmd, No concentration at 
times. Other times plays with pegs, puzzles, for a long time, 
Shows no 1mag1nP.tion. Learned some songs, a little speech which 
shows throughout activities, Talli::s with a!1Biste.nt in single wor if! 
she cr:n tmder·etend. 
c. Use of Materials 
Does not want tc sit &till long or listen 
Enjoys records but tumps up end rtms across room. 
i ty dolly anc Ride em Bore e. ' Excellent he.nd and 
with hammer at work bench. 
D. Social Responses 
to story. 
Loves activ-
eye control 
At first slapped, pulled hair, pinchaC, taking toys from 
others. Very disturbine. Many·days played by tinself with 
assistant ln small room. Still, small room play alone, for shor 
time. /,ble to ste.y with grou;;J s.ll morning. Still takes toys , 
but usually just to hold in hand as he rides dollie. No pinch-
ing, slapping for sometime. Frantic if child takes someti:ing 
from him. 
E, Behs.va,or Patterns 
J.nryy if child te.kez something. Sho\<rs happiness by 
facial expression. Often noisy in morning circle. 1.\111 sit 
still for one or two son,:;s and then start to yell. DRys when he 
yells most of the time. Not anger or f'ettr, just noise. Questio 
of attention gettine; because he usually is te.J.:er.. out of the room 
Jl.cti vi ty alone is continuance of' ;Jrov1ous but he is then very 
quiet. Lots of noise la.tGly due to conditions at home probablY•! 
First, motner away in hosoitr.l 0 father away on business, fe.ther 
and mother away for wee.kend. 
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Comments 
Bobby 1e emotionally d1sturbf:c ac well as retarded. 
••' ~ 
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Beb.e.viore. Interests and .i\9tt,vitie:s (eummury) 
The following summarization wns n:8.de by this writer, of 
the recon: contributed by the Nursery Clinic teacher to the 
Division of Menta.l Hygiene, on the recent form designed like a 
check list ~;1 th 1 terns of lengthy and accu.mulati ve suggest:tons. 
Bobby x __ Sex H Apjel 5 yrs. 6 mo. 
Entered September. 1960. 
I'rcvious nureery scho;:cl Yes 
.Auoee.rance Normal, no gr1m&ccs, never drools 
Clothinv, Good outer weer 
Xovemente 
'I'olletlnp; 
Attention 
Intercst in 
Play materircls 
Interest 1n 
Toys ond 
Activities 
Well coord1ru:ted, rie;:'l.t handed 
narc accidents, able to help self 
Acceptable 
Simple, single worde, no stuttering, 
no ec>,oing or mirrored speech 
Tr<.ker simple d': ::·ectione 
Certain ones e.re used ~clone nft<:'r 
eugseet.l.on. Lone L.lld gl'OU:) ;:;lay 
sustained wl th slm:Jle mvterie.ls, a elf' 
initiateci. Does not attsm;:;t pegboard, 
puzzles of' formboards. 
2.l1.tl1.uslaet1c and curious, tackles 
various activities at variable levels 
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i' 
and gives impression of not fulfilling 
his capacities in some areas. 
Friendly and variable, relates to some 
c>tildren. 
Takes Part in some activities, but is 
rather independent of others. Invites 
attacks, looks out tor interests and 
defends playthings. Copes with minor 
stress without breakdown. Some concern 
of self'. 
Negativistic behavior, contrary, wants 
to do opposite things. 
Hyneractive, showing noisy, aestructive 
and often aimless behavior. He moves 
around the room, moving from one activ• 
ity to the next after a few seconds, 
and may interrupt other children's nlay, 
No tears, parts easily from mother to 
join group, not affectionate, makes no 
renetitive gestures, is not shy and 
clinging. 
Behavior at sc~ool similar to t~at at 
ho:rae as far as is kncnm, excerpt a 
toilet problem at home. 
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',_,-_::_: ;: 
.Ap;>ears happy and joyful most of the 
time. "Good. 11 and "bad11 days, or 
uslUI.lly shows 11 ttle emotion. 
Compared with other :nemberc of this nursery .o:roup. this child 
!·:otor skills 
Self heb 
Speech 
Sociability 
Individual play 
Concentration 1n th£> clrcle 
£ebili ty of child outstt,ndine: for him 
little progress 
good proe;ress 
11 ttle (Jroe;ross 
Uttle progress 
good progress 
little progress 
Skill with certf<in types of material (work bench) 
terformance eepeclally incompetent 
Fluent-connected speech 
il'hs.t ty:]e of nursery school do you think child should so to after 
aurserv school? 
;: 
Trainable or sub-special class 
Educable or Special class 
Class of Emotionally disturbed. 
